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A	powerful	way	to	map	functional	genomic	variation	and	
reveal	the	genetic	basis	of	local	adaptation	is	to	associate	allele	
frequency	across	the	genome	with	environmental	conditions1–5.		
Serpentine	soils,	characterized	by	high	heavy-metal	content	
and	low	calcium-to-magnesium	ratios,	are	a	classic	context	
for	studying	adaptation	of	plants	to	local	soil	conditions6,7.	
To	investigate	whether	Arabidopsis lyrata	is	locally	adapted	
to	serpentine	soil,	and	to	map	the	polymorphisms	responsible	
for	such	adaptation,	we	pooled	DNA	from	individuals	from	
serpentine	and	nonserpentine	soils	and	sequenced	each	‘gene	
pool’	with	the	Illumina	Genome	Analyzer.	The	polymorphisms	
that	are	most	strongly	associated	with	soil	type	are	enriched	
at	heavy-metal	detoxification	and	calcium	and	magnesium	
transport	loci,	providing	numerous	candidate	mutations	for	
serpentine	adaptation.	Sequencing	of	three	candidate	loci	
in	the	European	subspecies	of	A. lyrata	indicates	parallel	
differentiation	of	the	same	polymorphism	at	one	locus,	
confirming	ecological	adaptation,	and	different	polymorphisms	
at	two	other	loci,	which	may	indicate	convergent	evolution.

High-throughput sequencing of DNA pooled from multiple individuals  
is a highly efficient means of locating genomic variation. By pooling 
DNA from natural populations, the frequencies of each polymorphism 
within and between populations can be simultaneously estimated and 
used to study evolutionary processes on a genome-wide scale.

To investigate genomic variation in Arabidopsis lyrata, we extracted 
DNA from 25 plants from each of four populations: two from serpen-
tine soils and two from granitic soils. We pooled the DNA from all 
plants at each site and sequenced it with two flow cells of the Illumina 
Genome Analyzer, resulting in a 39-fold coverage of the genome 
in total (Supplementary Figs. 1−6). Excluding the portion of the 
genome without unique read alignments, we used these sequencing  
reads to locate all common genetic polymorphisms. After discarding  
mismatches that were found only once in the full data set, which 
should eliminate most sequencing errors but also rare variation, we 
detected 12,398,558 polymorphisms across the genome.

Some polymorphisms have low coverage in at least one popula-
tion, precluding allele frequency estimates, whereas others have high  

coverage and are likely to be repetitive. When polymorphisms with less 
than 3× or more than 30× coverage in any population were excluded, 
8,433,201 polymorphisms remained (Supplementary Fig. 7).  
The frequency distribution of this variation within each population 
is similar, with median heterozygosities between 0.007 and 0.009. 
On the basis of the allele frequency differences between all pairs of 
populations, the genetic connectivity between populations was also 
quite uniform (median pairwise allele frequency difference is between 
6.0% and 6.9%; Supplementary Table 1). These conditions therefore 
seem favorable for mapping adaptive variation by simply associating  
allele frequency with soil type.

Of the 8.4 million polymorphisms detected, 96 have allele frequency 
differences of greater than 80% between soil types (Supplementary 
Table 2). These soil type−associated polymorphisms are spread 
throughout the genome and are mostly unlinked to one another:  
if polymorphisms within 10 kb of one another are considered to be 
at the same locus, these 96 variants are spread across 82 loci. Using 
this arbitrarily stringent threshold, we asked whether these polymor-
phisms showed evidence of local adaptation. Using the initial A. lyrata  
genome annotation supplied by the Department of Energy Joint 
Genome Institute’s community sequencing program (D. Weigel and 
M.P.I. Tübingen, personal communication), these 96 polymorphisms 
are in the exons, introns or within 1 kb of the start or stop codons 
of 81 genes.

To test the hypothesis that these polymorphisms are differentiated 
as a result of local adaptation to soil type, we compared the predicted 
functions of these genes to the annotations of all genes in the genome. 
Several gene ontology terms are over-represented among differentiated  
loci, including metal ion transmembrane transporter activity (the 
single most significant term) and calcium ion binding. By using the 
much more detailed gene annotations from the homologous genes 
in Arabidopsis thaliana, it is clear that many of the polymorphisms 
most strongly associated with soil type are excellent candidates for 
serpentine adaptation (Table 1).

We also calculated FST (a metric of DNA differentiation that com-
pares relatedness within and between populations8) for all 500-bp 
windows of the genome: when genes overlapping windows with 
the highest FST between soil types were also included (Table 2 and 
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Supplementary Table 3), we found 12.5% of the metal ion transmem-
brane transporters in the genome to be among the most differentiated 
loci between soils, despite the fact that loci that are strongly associated 
with soil type constitute only 0.6% of annotated genes (binomial 
P = 5.85*10−6). These genes include several cases of closely related 
gene family members, in completely different regions of the genome, 
which each overlap mutations that are highly associated with soil 
type: AT4G19960 and AT1G31120 (also known as KUP9 and KUP10, 
respectively) encode potassium transporters (the smallest in-group 
containing these loci contains only three genes9); AT3G58060 and 
AT2G47830 (also known as MTPc3 and MTPc1, respectively) encode 
metal-tolerance proteins (the smallest in-group contains four genes9); 
and AT5G64560, AT5G09690 and AT3G58970 (also known as MRS2-2, 
MRS2-7 and MRS2-6, respectively) encode CorA-like Mg2+ transporters  
(11 genes in A. thaliana are annotated with this domain).

One of these Mg2+ transporter genes, AT5G64560, contains the third 
most strongly soil-associated polymorphism in the genome: a single-base- 
pair indel in the 3′ UTR. To further investigate the possibility of  
serpentine adaptation at this site, we sequenced this locus in a serpen-
tine and a nonserpentine population of the European subspecies  

of A. lyrata: A. lyrata petraea. We found that few of the polymor-
phisms in the US A. lyrata lyrata populations were also polymorphic 
in the Scottish A. lyrata petraea populations. However, four other 
polymorphisms at this locus are completely differentiated between 
serpentine and nonserpentine populations in Scotland, including a 
SNP and 13-bp indel, which are also in the 3′ UTR. For comparison, 
we genotyped six polymorphic microsatellite loci in these Scottish 
populations and found FST values ranging from 0.017 to 0.381 (mean 
= 0.200); in contrast, FST at AT5G64560 is 0.966 (Table 3). These 
values are consistent with convergent local adaptation to serpentine 
soil in the 3′ UTR of AT5G64560.

At some polymorphisms that are strongly associated with soil 
type, there is notably little differentiation at linked sites (Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary Fig. 8). For example, the twelfth most strongly soil- 
associated polymorphism in the genome is a nonsynonymous change in 
the pore domain of the voltage-gated calcium channel, Calcium channel 1  
(AT4G03560). The frequency of the derived glycine is 1.00 and 0.85 on the 
two serpentine populations and 0.00 on both granitic populations, and 
the only linked polymorphism with more than 55% allele frequency dif-
ference between soil types is a shared polymorphism with A. thaliana10.  
One explanation for this lack of linked differentiation is that this valine-to- 
glycine substitution−causing polymorphism is an old variant that is 
maintained by spatially varying selection between soils with differ-
ent calcium content11. If this were the case, this mutation might also 
be associated with serpentine environments in the A. lyrata petraea 
subspecies, despite the evolutionary distance between subspecies12. 
When we sequenced this locus in Scottish plants, we found that the 
derived glycine was indeed fixed in the serpentine population, whereas 
the ancestral valine was fixed in the nonserpentine population. Several 
additional mutations were differentiated between Scottish populations, 
but these sites were not polymorphic in the US populations. The lack of 
comparable differentiation at microsatellite loci strongly supports the 
possibility that this mutation is locally adaptive on serpentine.

A third locus was also sequenced in the Scottish populations: 
the intergenic region between the heavy-metal detoxification genes 

table 2 Candidate loci for serpentine adaptation among the 
windows of high Fst
Rank FST Gene Annotation

13 0.565 AT1G07600 Between MT1a and MT1c; metallothionein  

proteins

52 0.483 AT5G37500 GORK; gated outwardly rectifying K+ channel

65 0.470 AT3G58970 MRS2-6; magnesium transporter

88 0.450 AT2G01770 VIT1; an iron transporter required for iron 

sequestration into vacuoles

103 0.440 AT5G13740 ZIFL2; zinc homeostasis

204 0.403 AT5G21326 CIPK3; osmotic stress response

206 0.403 AT2G47830 MTPc1; cation efflux family protein/ 

metal-tolerance protein

table 1 Candidate polymorphisms for serpentine adaptation
Allele frequency

Rank Granitic Serpentine Gene Type Annotation

 3 0.00 0.98 AT5G64560 3′ UTR MRS2-2; magnesium transporter

 4 0.04 1.00 AT3G58060 6,419 bp 5′ of gene MTPc3 cation efflux family protein/metal-tolerance protein, putative

10 0.07 1.00 AT4G11880 Intronic Transcription factor; expressed in roots; involved in nutritional regulation

12 0.00 0.92 AT4G03560 Nonsynonymous: Val→Gly Calcium channel 1; voltage-gated calcium channel in vacuolar membrane

14 0.00 0.91 AT4G25960 Intronic PGP2; coupled to transmembrane movement of substances

16 0.00 0.90 AT4G32890 321 bp 5′ of gene Transcription factor, changes expression upon phosphate starvation

18 0.00 0.90 AT2G29870 653 bp 5′ of gene Major intrinsic family protein; water channel activity

24 0.03 0.92 AT4G19960 Intronic KUP9; potassium ion transmembrane transporter

27 0.00 0.89 AT4G38920 Intronic Vacuolar proton pump; root cap expression; root growth under salt stress

33 0.03 0.90 AT1G35720 Nonsynonymous: Asp→Glu Annexin1: osmotic stress response; cadmium response; copper ion binding

37 0.06 0.93 AT4G19680 5′ UTR Iron transporter whose expression is induced by iron and zinc deficiency

38 0.00 0.87 AT5G23980 Exonic, fourfold degenerate Ferric-chelate reductase; important in iron-deficient growth; zinc and  

magnesium accumulation

46 0.86 0.00 AT3G17510 5′ UTR CIPK1; interacts with calcium sensor CBL1; osmotic stress response

49 0.06 0.92 AT5G17850 Intergenic, between paralogs CAX7 and CAX8; calcium:sodium antiporters

64 0.00 0.85 AT5G63980 445 bp 3′ of gene Induction of osmotic stress response through inositol triphosphate signaling

68 0.84 0.00 AT5G09690 Intronic MRS2-7 magnesium transporter, paralog of MRS2-2 above

70 0.11 0.94 AT3G45060 521 bp 5′ of gene Nitrate transporter

77 0.00 0.82 AT1G31120 Intronic KUP10; potassium ion transmembrane transporter; paralog of KUP9 above

80 0.10 0.92 AT5G21274 185 bp 5′ of gene Calmodulin 6; calcium ion binding, calcium-mediated signaling

88 0.08 0.89 AT5G03570 Nonsynonymous: Ser→Thr Tonoplast-localized nickel transport protein
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Metallothionein 1a and Metallothionein 1c13, which has the 13th-highest 
FST between soil types in the United States (500-bp windows; Table 2).  
As there are many differentiated polymorphisms spread across  
4 kb at this locus in the US sample, we hoped that a subset of these 
polymorphisms would also be differentiated in the A. lyrata petraea 
subspecies, providing a smaller set of candidate adaptive substitu-
tions. Although the region sequenced in Scotland includes two of the 
three most differentiated US polymorphisms, neither of these sites 
is polymorphic in the Scottish sample. Similarly to the 3′ UTR of the 
Mg2+ transporter sequenced above, however, other polymorphisms 
in this region were completely differentiated in Scotland, and these 
bases were not polymorphic in the US sample. The three candidate 
loci therefore have much higher levels of differentiation than all six 
polymorphic microsatellites (overall t-test, P < 0.0001).

Many plants are endemic to serpentine soils, possibly because 
mutations that allow plants to thrive on serpentine soil are delete-
rious on other soil types. If many of these 96 polymorphisms that 
are most strongly associated with soil type in A. lyrata experience 
such trade-offs, we would expect that the serpentine-associated 
allele at each differentiated locus would also not match the reference 
genome. The reference genome was sequenced from a line that was 
originally collected on sand dunes in Michigan by Charles Langley 
(C. Langley, personal communication), which is expected to have ion 
content more similar to granitic populations. Indeed, at 18 out of 20 
of the candidates in Table 1, and 80% of the 96 most differentiated  
polymorphisms overall, the nonserpentine allele matches the reference 

A. lyrata genome (binomial P = 9.31 × 10−10). 
Moreover, many of these mutations occur in 
potentially functional sites: of the seven poly-
morphisms that fall within exons in Table 1, 
three are in UTRs, three are nonsynonymous 
and only one is synonymous. Of the 12 poly-
morphisms not in exons in Table 1, five are 
within 1 kb of the start codon, one is within 
1 kb of the stop codon and six are in introns; 
only one polymorphism is not immediately 
adjacent to a gene of interest.

Finally, we scanned the genome for large 
indel polymorphisms (also referred to as copy 
number variation, or CNV) differentiated 
between soil types by comparing the number 
of aligned reads at each locus in each popula-
tion. To focus on CNVs unique to serpentine 
soil, we limited our analysis to regions that 
seem to be present as a single copy in both 

granitic populations (75% of 1-kb windows). Of these windows,  
177 (0.1%) have greater than twice as much coverage on both serpen-
tine populations than on the granitic populations and are therefore 
candidate duplications. A larger proportion, 997 windows (0.6%), had 
less than half as much coverage in the serpentine populations as in 
the granitic ones, indicating potential deletions. By combining win-
dows within 5 kb of one another, we detected a total of 94 candidate 
duplications and 373 candidate deletions within serpentine popula-
tions. Some ‘deleted’ regions may also be regions of high divergence, in 
which reads from serpentine populations are unalignable. Genes within 
these regions are also found to be a nonrandom subset of genes in the 
genome. For example, three different candidate deletions include mem-
bers of the multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) family 
(P = 0.0006). In addition, a fourth gene in this family, AT2G04050, 
overlaps one of the 100 windows of highest FST in the genome. Because 
genes are likely to be duplicated and deleted at different rates owing 
to variation in mutation rates and functional constraint, and because 
these forces may be correlated with gene function, the evolutionary 
significance of nonrandomness among CNV loci is unclear. Notably, 
however, one of these MATE loci is known as ABERRANT LATERAL 
ROOT FORMATION 5 (AT3G23560) in A. thaliana and is implicated 
in protection of the roots from inhibitory compounds14.

Among candidate CNVs, several are large and contain multiple 
genes. Among candidate serpentine duplications, 27 1-kb windows 
(20% of candidate duplicated windows) are within a 78-kb region con-
taining approximately 11 genes. Similarly, 27 1-kb windows that are 
candidate serpentine deletions are within a 63-kb region containing  
7 gene annotations. The presence of large CNVs in these regions is 
verified by genomic tiling array hybridizations, which show substantial 
differences in probe hybridization intensity in these same regions15 
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Similarly large regions of the genome were 
also found to be associated with climate in populations of Drosophila 
melanogaster4—notably, it seems that such mutations might have a 
role in local adaptation.

Under some circumstances, the long history of gene flow, recombi-
nation, selection and mutation in natural populations leads to a strong 
association between conditionally adaptive mutations and the environ-
mental conditions with which they interact. This association between 
genetic and environmental variation can also result from neutral 
demographic processes if, for example, gene flow is higher between 
similar environments. However, by combining allele frequency data 
with functional gene annotations, our data point to a role for local 

table 3 scottish DNA sequence and microsatellite data
N n S n Len/# FST N H S H N pi S pi Shared/fixed

DNA sequence data

Ca channel 1 14 14 620 0.794 0.692 0.264 0.0014 0.0004 0/2

MRS2 14 14 518 0.966 0.000 0.264 0.0000 0.0005 0/4

Mt 12 10 460 0.897 0.000 0.533 0.0000 0.0012 0/2

Microsatellite data

Contig65 12 11 2 0.158 0.000 0.309 – – –

C10 13 13 3 0.017 0.481 0.519 – – –

J03 12 13 3 0.381 0.432 0.590 – – –

J17 12 11 6 0.249 0.670 0.682 – – –

Ice14 13 12 2 0.193 0.782 0.598 – – –

F19 panel 13 13 2 0.203 0.147 0.494 – – –

L12 panel 13 13 1 — 0.000 0.000 – – –

N, nonserpentine population; S, serpentine population; n, sample size; Len/#, length of sequenced fragment or  
number of microsatellite alleles; H, haplotype (gene) diversity; pi, heterozygosity; Shared/fixed, shared polymorphisms or 
fixed differences.
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Figure 1 The decay of average FST around the 200 most strongly  
soil-associated polymorphisms. As the window size increases from  
1 bp (the focal polymorphism) to 500 bp, the average FST drops  
rapidly, indicating little linked differentiation at many sites.
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adaptation at many loci. Moreover, we observe the same associations 
between individual loci and serpentine soil in distantly related popula-
tions in Scotland, further implicating soil-mediated selection. A more 
comprehensive understanding of the relative roles of selection and 
demography can probably be gained by genotyping many populations, 
in a broad range of environments, and determining the multivariate  
relationships between environmental variables and genomic poly-
morphism. Because allele frequency across the genome can now be 
efficiently determined using pooled high-throughput sequencing, this 
approach provides an excellent opportunity to study the genomic basis 
of adaptation and locate variants with functionally useful properties.

METhoDS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online  
version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturegenetics/.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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oNLINE	METhoDS
Sample collection. We collected North American seeds at two serpentine sites 
and two granitic sites in close proximity from May to September, 2006 (see 
ref. 14 for further information). The serpentine sites are part of the Nature 
Conservancy’s state line serpentine barren complex in Chester County, 
Pennsylvania, USA, and Soldier’s Delight Natural Environment Area, Baltimore 
County, Maryland, USA. Granitic sites were located at the Lock 12 recreation 
area on the Susquehanna river (York County, Pennsylvania) and Lancaster 
County Park (Lancaster County, Pennsylvania). We collected Scottish plants 
in August and September 2008 at Ben Avon, Eastern Cairngorms site of special 
scientific interest (SSSI) (nonserpentine) and Coyles of Muick, Balmoral Estate 
(serpentine), which are separated by approximately 23 km. Individual plants 
were collected in three subareas of each site, with subsequent analysis using 
individuals representing each subarea.

DNA isolation and genome sequencing. We isolated DNA, using the Qiagen 
Plant Miniprep kit, from approximately 200 tissue samples (for the US samples) 
or by the CTAB method (for the Scottish samples). For each US population, 
we selected the 25 cleanest and highest-yield samples for pooling. We assessed 
the samples using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer, analyzing three or more 
 aliquots per sample. We created a DNA pool for each population by adding 180 ng  
of DNA from each of the 25 samples, creating a pool of 4.5 µg. We further 
cleaned these samples by phenol-chloroform purification and ethanol precipi-
tation into equal volumes of water. We constructed a single sequencing library 
from each DNA pool by Canada’s Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre 
(GSC) at the BC Cancer Agency, according to standard Illumina protocols. 
Each DNA library (one from each population) was sequenced with 16 ‘lanes’ 
of the Illumina/Solexa Genome Analyzer at the GSC. In total, this resulted 
in 540 million sequencing reads, or 19.44 billion bases of sequence data. We 
amplified the loci sequenced in the Scottish populations using standard PCR 
conditions and sequenced them directly. For microsatellite loci, PCR products 
were amplified with primers from the literature16,17, diluted and precipitated 
on an ABI 3730 automated sequencer. We used GENESCAN ROX 500 as an 
internal size standard and analyzed the samples using GENEMAPPER version 
3.7 (Applied Biosystems).

Read alignment and sequence analysis. Illumina sequencing reads were aligned 
to the Araly1 assembly of the A. lyrata genome supplied by DOE-JG’s community 
sequencing program (D. Weigel, unpublished data). We mapped the alignments 
using the Short Oligonucleotide Alignment Program (SOAP) v.1 (ref. 18). For 
each 36-bp sequencing read, we used SOAP to first search for perfect (zero mis-
match) alignments to the 695 nuclear scaffolds of the Araly1 assembly. If no 
perfect alignments were found, we used SOAP to search for 1-bp mismatches, 
then 2-bp mismatches and finally alignments with a single insertion or dele-
tion of 1−3 bp. If, after this iterative procedure, no alignments were found, we 
removed the last 2 bp of the read and repeated the process (beginning with a 
search for perfect matches to the 34-bp read). In this way, SOAP first searched 
for alignments using the 36-mer, then the 34-mer, the 32-mer, the 30-mer and 
finally the 28-mers. This procedure is intended to locate alignments for reads 
with low-quality bases at the end of the read, where most sequencing errors occur 
with the Illumina technology (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). If more than one 
alignment was found with equal probability (for example, multiple perfect 36-bp 
matches, multiple 28-bp matches that each have 2 mismatches, and so on), we 
noted the read as being nonunique and did not use it (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
Using the first release of the A. lyrata reference genome, 56% of reads could be 
aligned to the nuclear genome, with an additional 2.6% of reads aligning to the 
plastid genomes. Unaligned reads are likely to include those with low quality, 
bacterial or other contamination and loci (such as heterochromatin) that are not 
assembled in the Araly1 assembly. Of the alignable reads, 61% align to one locus 
in the genome with higher probability than any second locus, providing unique 
alignments that were used to locate sequence polymorphisms.

Supplementary Figure 4 shows the distribution of sequencing coverage 
across the genome: data are shown for the eight largest scaffolds in the refer-
ence assembly, corresponding to the eight A. lyrata nuclear chromosomes, and 
not for the smaller unplaced scaffolds (this is true throughout, except where 
stated otherwise). Regardless of whether repetitive alignments are included, the 
mode genome coverage was 39-fold. When repetitive reads were excluded, 16% 
of bases have zero coverage, as no unique 36-mers were found in these regions. 
Coverage varied between the four populations, because yield and quality dif-
fered greatly between flow cells, and some flow cells were run entirely with 
DNA from a single population. The mode coverage values for each population 
were 9×, 10×, 12× and 5× for granite1, granite2, serpentine1 and serpentine2 
soil types, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Excluding the portion of the genome without unique read alignments, 
we can use these sequencing reads to locate all common genomic polymor-
phisms in these populations. In the full set of alignments, we found 167 mil-
lion sequence mismatches between the uniquely aligning sequencing reads 
and the reference genome. We used two methods to purge sequencing errors 
from this set of mismatches: quality filtering and frequency trimming. The 
Illumina sequencing analysis software generates a quality score for each base: 
Supplementary Figure 6 shows the quality scores for all single-nucleotide 
mismatches, where 40 is the best quality and 1 the worst quality. We considered 
all mismatches with a quality score of less than 10 to be probable errors, and 
we therefore discarded 79% of all mismatches. Second, we eliminated all mis-
matches that were found only once in the full data set, as random sequencing 
errors should therefore be largely eliminated. As the total sequencing cover-
age is 39-fold, we therefore also discarded rare polymorphisms (those with 
observed frequencies of less than 2 in 39, or 5%).

After these filtering criteria were applied, we detected 12,398,558 poly-
morphisms across the genome. Some polymorphic loci showed insufficient 
coverage in at least one population; others showed very high coverage and 
are probably repetitive. When polymorphisms with less than 3× or more 
than 30× coverage in any population were excluded, 8,433,201 polymor-
phisms remained; the frequency spectra for each population are shown in 
Supplementary Figure 7.

Copy number variation. To search for CNVs, we calculated the average read 
coverage for all nonoverlapping 1,000-bp windows of the genome for each 
population. Because the average coverage differed between populations, we 
standardized the windows by dividing by the median coverage of all windows 
for that population. To focus on regions that seemed to be single copy (rela-
tive to the reference) in granitic populations, but duplicated or deleted on 
serpentine soil, we discarded windows with low or high coverage on gran-
ite. We removed windows with coverage of less than 25% of the median or 
greater than 175% of the median in either granite population and compared 
the remaining 130,143 windows (75%) to serpentine populations. Of these 
windows, those with more than twice as much coverage on granite were 
considered candidate deletions and those with more than twice as much 
coverage on serpentine were considered candidate duplications. We used 
nonoverlapping windows of 1 kb, and we considered windows within 5 kb 
of one another as the same CNV.

URL. The A. lyrata genome is available at http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Araly1/
Araly1.home.html.
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